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in whiich a digital phhoto rotates orr translates is defined by
specifiic interaction logic.
l
Such tecchniques thus possess an
inherent scripted naature which maay break downn once the
user innteracts with thhe system in ways
w
unanticipaated by the
develooper.

A
ABSTRACT

This paper expplores the inteersection of em
T
merging surfacce
technologies, capable
c
of senssing multiple contacts
c
and ofo
ten shape infoormation, and advanced gam
mes physics enng
gines.
We definne a techniquee for modeling the data senseed
f
from
such surffaces as input within a phyysics simulatioon.
T affords thhe user the abillity to interact with digital obbThis
jects in ways annalogous to maanipulation of real
r objects. Ouur
technique is capable
c
of mo
odeling both multiple
m
contaact
p
points
and morre sophisticateed shape inforrmation, such as
thhe entire handd or other phy
ysical objects, and of mappinng
thhis user input to contact forrces due to friiction and colllis
sions
within thhe physics simu
ulation. This enables
e
a variety
o fine-grainedd and casual in
of
nteractions, suupporting fingeerb
based,
whole-hhand, and tan
ngible input. We
W demonstraate
h
how
our techniique can be useed to add real--world dynamiccs
too interactive surfaces such
h as a vision--based tabletoop,
c
creating
a fluidd and natural ex
xperience. Ourr approach hides
f
from
applicatioon developers many
m
of the coomplexities inhher
rent
in using physics enginess, allowing thee creation of appp
plications
withhout preprogram
mmed interacttion behavior or
g
gesture
recogniition.

Fig
gure 1. Some examples
e
of physics-enabled
p
d interacctions supporte
ed by our techn
nique. Gatherin
ng and
piling objects (top
p left), interacting with a ball using
collisions and fricction (top right)), folding a clo
oth-like
me
esh (bottom leftt, middle), and tearing a mesh
h (bottom
m right).
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In thiss paper we takke a different approach for supporting
pseudoo-physical intteractions on surface technnologies—
system
ms that are oftten capable off sensing multtiple touch
points and possibly even
e
more sophhisticated shappe informaS
w utilize physiics engines useed in comwe
tion. Specifically,
puter games
g
that sim
mulate Newtonnian physics, thus
t
enabling intteraction with digital objectss by modelingg quantities
such as
a force, masss, velocity, andd friction. Succh engines
allow the user to control
c
and maanipulate virtuual objects
througgh sets of param
meters more annalogous to thoose of realworld interactions.

K
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INTRODUCTIO
ON

Emerging interractive surfacee technologiess allow users to
E
innteract with thhe digital world
d by directly toouching and mam
n
nipulating
onsccreen content. People who use
u such system
ms
o
often
commentt that this abilitty to touch digiital content addds
a physical or taangible quality
y to the interacttion, making thhe
v
virtual
feel moore real. Many
y interactive suurface-based appp
plications
atteempt to furth
her highlight this “pseudop
physicality”
byy carefully designing interfaace objects thhat
e
exhibit
a sense of real-world behavior. Onee example is thhe
c
common
rotatee and translate behavior
b
foundd in many tablletoop applications, where the in
nteraction is analogous to movvinng a sheet of paper
p
on a flat surface with one
o or more finng [17, 18]. Although
gers
A
such an interaction may feel realiistiic, it is very much
m
preprograammed. For exxample, the waay

While physics enginnes are comprrehensive, theey are also
complex to master. Many coefficiients and paraameters are
exposeed to applicatiion developerss, and controlling the simulatiion via user input
i
is non-trrivial, particullarly when
considdering more thaan a single conntact point. Wee present a
simplee yet powerfuul technique for
f modeling rich data,
sensedd from surface technologies, as input withinn the physics sim
mulation. Our approach moddels one or moore contact
points,, such as thosse sensed from
m a multi-touuch surface
[7,14],, and also sccales to represent more sophisticated
shapess such as outliines of the whhole hand or taangible objects on
o the surface [20,25].
[
This allows
a
the userr to interact
with objects
o
by fricction forces annd collisions, but
b avoids
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niques and advancements that led to the development of
sophisticated physics engines for simulation and gaming,
such as PhysX, Havok, Newton, and ODE. However, these
techniques have yet to reach the user interface and interaction research communities broadly.

exposing users and application programmers to the complexities of the physics engine.
We demonstrate the applicability of the technique using a
commercially available games physics engine and a prototype vision-based interactive surface. We highlight some of
the interactions such an approach affords, for example gathering multiple digital objects or fine control of a virtual
ball using friction and collision forces, as shown in Figure
1. Our system creates natural and fluid physics-based interactions “for free”—i.e., without the need either to explicitly program this behavior into the system or to recognize
gestures. We also demonstrate the ability of advanced
physics simulators to enable user interaction with more
complex materials such as soft bodies and cloth, as shown
in Figure 1.

One notable exception is BumpTop [1], which uses a physics engine to add real-world dynamics to the Tablet PC
desktop. It supports notions such as collisions, mass, and
inertia, and higher level constructs such as piling. The work
nicely demonstrates some of the capabilities of a modern
physics engine. However, the approach is based on a single
point of input and menu-based selection. Compared to the
rich means available for manipulating physical objects, this
single-point input model can be limiting.
Multiple inputs are considered in the application of an early
physics engine by Baraff with the Responsive Workbench
[10]. This system simulates a 3D bimanual assembly task
using two 6 DOF input devices and a stereoscopic display.
An object may be manipulated with one hand by placing
eight springs connected to the corners of a virtual cube rigidly attached to the user’s hand. Bimanual interactions are
supported by the superposition of forces from both hands.
Thus, when one hand is released, the object snaps to the
position and orientation of the other.

We have experimented with various alternatives for simulating surface input within the physics world, the trade-offs
of which are discussed in this paper. Our aim is to allow
practitioners to understand the nuances of these alternatives
so that they may further explore the intersection between
interactive surfaces and physics. We also discuss both early
experiences using our technique and some of its limitations.
RELATED WORK

Much work has recently been published on interactive surfaces, and particularly on direct-input tabletops [7,14,25].
Some of this work examines physics-like interactions. For
example, Kruger et al. [17] explored simple notions of friction and motion to allow an object to be translated and rotated using a single point of contact. Other systems [12,22]
have implemented gestures such as flicking, throwing, and
pushing to add velocity and inertia to onscreen objects.
Beyond tabletops, a number of interactive systems have
explored the physicality of objects as a principle around
which interaction is organized. Electronic files stack like
real documents [19], move out of the way as if they have a
solid form [23], peel back like paper [8], and move as if
alive [5]. Rather than employing a full physics model, such
systems use pseudo-physics in minimal ways to support
subtle interaction possibilities. The present work looks to
address a richer set of physics-enabled behavior, and focuses on problems related to input.

Interactive surfaces, particularly vision-based systems
[14,20,25,26], allow the capture of rich sensor data that not
only includes multi-touch data but also detailed shape information, such as images of the users’ entire hands or other tangible objects near the surface. We present a technique
for modeling this rich and diverse sensor input,
representing these effectively as friction and contact forces
in the physics simulation. These capabilities augment and
extend the single contact model utilized in BumpTop and
the bimanual approach in Responsive Workbench, supporting single-touch, multi-touch, contour-based, and tangible
input using a single technique.
INTERACTIVE SURFACE INPUT

A contact on an interactive surface (e.g., a fingertip touching the surface) is most easily represented as a discrete 2D
point. In the case of vision-based interactive surfaces,
neighboring sensor pixels are usually grouped into contiguous regions or connected components [6], with the idea
that each component corresponds to a contact. The center
of the component is then easily calculated. This approach
thus reduces each contact to a point-based representation,
regardless of shape.

Various attempts to provide richer and more realistic 3D
interactions have also been explored in the context of interactive tabletops [13]. Stahl et al. [24] describe a tabletop
where objects float to the surface when accessed and sink
back to the ground when no longer used. Hancock et al.
present a set of methods to compensate for off-axis viewing
[16] on multi-user tabletops, as well as techniques for shallow-depth interaction [15]. These systems allow basic manipulation of 3D objects but do not model interactions
based on a physics simulation.

This point representation of contacts allows application
developers to think in terms of familiar point-rectangle hittesting algorithms typical of traditional cursor-based systems, but it imposes significant limits on interaction. First,
point-based hit testing may fail to catch the user touching a
virtual object if the contact is not compact, as when the user
places a large part of their hand on surface. In this case, the
center point may lie outside the target object. Secondly,
tracking point-based contacts to deduce motion can lead to
difficult problems related to correspondence. For example,
consider two fingers that move so near to each other that

Realistic dynamics simulation has a long history in graphics and animation communities. Baraff [3] gives an overview of the main concepts for calculation of rigid-body
dynamics. More recently, real-time collision detection and
response with stable friction calculations became feasible
[4]. Erleben et al. [9] provide an overview of current tech68

Friction forces resist motion when the surface of one body
stays in contact with the surface of another. If two surfaces
are moving with respect to each other, kinetic friction opposes the forces moving the bodies. If two surfaces are at
rest relative to each other, static friction opposes forces that
would otherwise lead to the motion of one of the bodies.

they now appear as a single contact. The choice of which of
the original contacts to eliminate can result in very different
motion interpretations. Finally, reducing contacts to points
prevents users from drawing on the full spectrum of manipulation styles found in everyday life. Consider the multiple grasping strategies illustrated in Figure 2, for example.
Each gives a different feeling of control in the real world.
Ultimately, it seems that point-based systems encourage the
exclusive use of index fingers on interactive surfaces.

SURFACE INPUT WITHIN A PHYSICS SIMULATION

In order to interact appropriately with virtual objects in a
physics engine, surface contacts must be represented within
the simulation. These engines have enormous potential and
flexibility. Accordingly, there are many strategies for modeling surface input in the physics world. We briefly describe these strategies here, and give more detail later.
• Direct force: A force is applied where a contact point
touches a virtual object. The force direction and magnitude is calculated from the contact’s velocity and size if
available.

Figure 2. Multiple grasping strategies for rotating a
resting object.

One approach for preserving more information about contact shape is to determine the bounding box of the contact,
or the major and minor axes of an ellipse model that approximately fits the shape. These approaches work well for
compact contacts (e.g., fingertips) and certain hand poses
[27], but less so for complex shapes and their motion. Alternatively, the shape may be represented more precisely as
a polygon mesh by calculating each contact’s contour,
represented as a closed path [11]. Another technique is to
take pixels lying near the contour by computing the spatial
gradient using a Sobel filter [11].

• Virtual joints and springs: Each contact is connected to
the virtual object it touches by a rigid link or spring, so
that the object is dragged along with the contact.
• Proxy objects: Contact points are represented as rigid
bodies such as cubes or spheres. These bodies are an approximation of the contacts, and interact with other virtual objects by collisions and friction forces.
• Particles: Where additional information about a contact’s
shape is available, multiple rigid bodies—or particles—
are combined to approximate the shape and motion of the
contact more accurately. This allows for better modeling
of interaction with the whole hand or other contacts such
as tangible objects.

These approaches allow us to support even more sophisticated representations of user input. We would like to combine this broad fidelity of input with advanced physics simulations to expand the vocabulary with which we can
manipulate digital objects. Our aim is to make manipulation of digital objects less scripted, using rich and varied
interaction techniques and strategies.

• Deformable 2D/3D mesh: Another approach for modeling more sophisticated shapes is to construct 2D or even
3D meshes if appropriate sensors are available.

PHYSICS SIMULATIONS

It would seem that a deformable 3D mesh of the hand
would achieve the highest degree of fidelity. But a number
of difficulties exist with this approach. First, most interactive surfaces provide sensing at or near the surface only,
not full 3D shape. Similarly, because the manipulated object exists only on the (flat) display surface, the 3D shape
of the hand, if captured, would not conform to the object
and so would not reflect the shape of a real hand grasping a
real object. Finally, constructing such an animated mesh is
difficult, requiring robust tracking of features and accurate
deformation of the 3D object.

Today’s physics engines enable the creation of real-world
mechanics and behavior in graphical applications while
hiding computational complexity. They employ many
physics concepts such as acceleration, momentum, forces,
friction, and collisions. In addition to rigid bodies, many
systems model particles (for smoke, dust, and so forth),
fluids, hair, and clothes. Virtual joints and springs give “rag
doll” characters and vehicles appropriate articulation, and
materials can be programmed with specific properties—so
that ice is slick, for example. The present work primarily
concerns contact forces, such as those due to collisions and
friction between simulated bodies.

That leaves us with a key question that motivates this paper: How does one best use surface input to interact with
advanced physics simulations in useful ways? We describe
our rationale and experiences in implementing and evaluating the above alternatives. The main contribution of this
paper is a novel Particle Proxy technique that retains most
of the benefits of mesh-based representations—in particular, a high fidelity of interaction—but is considerably easier
for application programmers to implement.

The handling of collisions is typically divided into collision
detection, the determination of whether two rigid bodies are
in contact, and collision response, the application of appropriate forces if they are in contact. For example, the collision of a cube falling on the floor may be detected by considering the intersection of the faces defining the cube with
those of the floor. The change in motion of the cube as a
result (the response) is a function of mass, inertia, velocity,
the point of contact with the floor, and other factors.

Applying External Forces Directly

A typical strategy for moving an object on an interactive
surface in response to touch is to continually update its
69

One possible solution is to treat all frictions as kinetic. But
this poses a problem in the “pinning” example. Because
kinematic friction forces only act in the presence of relative
motion, the counteracting force that keeps the “pinned” part
of the object stationary must first move. Thus, this approach results in a somewhat viscous and slightly unpredictable feel when moving objects.

position to match the touching contacts’ position. Generally
we will refer to this manner of moving objects by setting its
position and orientation directly generally as kinematic
control.
Within a physics simulation, however, the most common
way for an application to control the movement of a rigid
body is to apply one or more forces. For example, a spaceship in a game might have thrusters on either side of its
body. The ship may be propelled forward by applying forward force at the location of both thrusters. If one of the
forces is applied in the opposite direction, the ship will
turn. Rotation is the by-product of torque, which occurs
when forces are applied off-center (of mass) because different “parts” of the body are moving at different speeds.

Connecting to Objects with Joints and Springs

Another kinematic approach, used in systems such as
BumpTop [1], is to connect virtual objects and an input
contact using a joint. Think of this as an invisible piece of
rope of predefined length that is tied to the object at a particular anchor point. The object is then pulled along using
this rope.
By attaching a joint off-center, the object is subject to both
force and torque—allowing the object to move and rotate
using a single connection. In our earlier pinning example,
one joint attaching a stationary contact point to one corner
of the object would serve as a pivot point. A second joint
attaching a second moving contact point to an opposing
corner would cause the object to spin around the first contact point.

From a programmer’s point of view, this approach is very
different than moving the ship by setting its position. To
effect kinematic control within a physics simulation, we
must calculate the precise force and torque required to
move the object into its target position. This method of
positioning an object ensures correct collision response
with other bodies in the simulation. In comparison, directly
setting the position of the body within a simulation can lead
to unstable and unpredictable results. Absolute positioning
might be analogous to teleporting a real object from one
location to another. Issues such as interpenetration whereby
objects become partially embedded in each other, can arise.

This approach is not well suited for multiple simultaneous
contact points, particularly those pulling in opposite directions. Whereas in the real world, multiple contacts pulling
in opposite directions on an object would result in the fingers sliding, or the object deforming or tearing, neither behavior is supported by joint constraints on a rigid body. It is
thus easy for multiple rigid constraints to overconstrain the
simulation, resulting in numerical instability and unpredictable behavior.

A natural strategy for moving an object to follow a contact
on an interactive surface is therefore to consider that each
contact imparts a friction force to the body it touches according to the contact’s motion (and presumed mass).
These multiple friction forces may be applied to the body,
as in the example of the spaceship. Unfortunately, to calculate the forces necessary to match a contact’s movement, all
other external forces acting on the body must be taken into
account and counteracted. These may include friction
forces and collision responses that are difficult or impossible for application developers to obtain.

Springs can in part alleviate some of these issues by providing more flex in the connection. However, a trade-off exists
between the elasticity of the spring and how responsive the
connected object is to contact motion (springs should be
fairly short and rigid to allow for a faster response). Problems of numerical stability and uncontrolled oscillations are
likely [10]. Another approach is to allow the joint or spring
to break in these situations, but this can easily lead to situations where objects fly out of the user’s reach.

This difficulty extends to considering forces corresponding
to surface contacts. In the case of multiple contacts, the
correct friction forces corresponding to each contact must
be determined simultaneously. Consider the case where one
or more of the contacts exhibits static friction. Recall that
static friction exerts a force that counteracts forces that
would otherwise lead to a body’s motion. For example, if
one contact “pins” an object so that it will rotate due to the
motion of another contact (e.g, Figure 2, left), the application of correct friction force due to one of the contacts requires knowing the friction force due to the other.

SETTING THE SCENE FOR A NEW TECHNIQUE

We have so far described two techniques that one would
typically employ in single-point physics-enabled applications, and discussed the limitations of both in terms of
modeling multiple contacts. The modeling of such input is
challenging but only part of the story with respect to the
limitations of these approaches.
First, as we described earlier, contacts are not always discrete 2D points, and it may be desirable to match the shape
of the contact input closely. It is unclear how one would
model more sophisticated shapes and contours with either
of these initial approaches. Second, the above techniques
address the case where the user touches the object directly,
thereby moving the object by friction forces. Neither of
these approaches addresses the movement of objects by
collision forces, i.e., from contact forces applied to the side
of the object (as in Figure 2, middle).

In fact, at the heart of any physics engine is a sophisticated
constraint solver that addresses this very problem. Without
essentially constructing a new solver within the physicsengine, or without access to internals of the existing solver,
it would seem impossible to correctly apply contact forces
directly. Even if it were possible to change the solver or
embed another, such an approach would go against the spirit of the present work, wherein an existing full-featured
physics engine is leveraged rather than built from scratch.
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The next sectioon presents a technique whiich handles friicT
tiion and collisioon forces in th
he same framew
work and is eassilyy extended to handle shapes of arbitrary coontour. In doinng
s it addressees many of th
so,
he difficulties of the previouus
techniques.

g
objects byy touching
forces to push objeccts around or grab
f
two opposing sides.
them from
A smaall change in thhe kinematic control
c
enabless the proxy
object to exert frictioon forces whenn it lies on top of another
rigid body
b
(as whenn the user toucches the top suurface of a
virtuall object, for exxample). In paarticular, only forces tangentiall to the toucheed object are applied
a
to matcch the contact poosition. As wiith regular dynnamic bodies, gravity is
still inncluded as an external
e
force. In
I the case whhere gravity
is direected into the surface, the proxies
p
thus exxert downward force onto othher objects annd cause frictiion forces.
This hybrid
h
kinematiic-dynamic conntrol of the objject can be
implem
mented by direect addition of forces to the proxy
p
rigid
body, or by a prismaatic joint constraint on the body’s
b
motion. The
T simulated weight
w
of the finger on the object
o
may
be adjuusted by changging the mass of
o the proxy obbject, while
the maaterial propertties of the virttual objects may
m be adjusted by changing sttatic and kinetiic friction coeffficients.

P
Proxy
Objects

The idea of prooxy objects is to
T
t incorporate into the physics
s
simulation
a rigid body for each surface contact. These
b
bodies
are kineematically conttrolled to matchh the position of
thhe surface conntacts and can be thought off as incarnationns
o contact poinnts within thee physics simuulation. Because
of
thhey are regulaar rigid bodies,, they may intteract with othher
r
rigid
bodies in the usual way
ys: either by collision
c
or friictiion.
The proxy apprroach carries various
T
v
benefits such as hidinng
thhe complexityy of force calcu
ulations (in facct, hiding almoost
a physics asppects) from thee programmer, while avoidinng
all
thhe difficulties of the previo
ously describedd approaches. It
leverages collission as well as friction forcess (both static annd
k
kinetic)
to moddel rich interaactions such ass pushing, grabbb
bing,
pinching,, and dragging
g. Proxy objeccts interact wiith
o
other
objects inn the simulatio
on through the means provideed
b the engine. Finally, this approach avoids unnecessarry
by
s
strain
on the solver
s
(e.g., in
nserting extrem
me force valuees)
a resulting unnstable simulattion states.
and

The main
m
advantage of the proxy object
o
techniquue is that it
leveragges the built-iin capability of
o the physics engine to
simulaate both frictioon and collision contact forrces. Most
signifiicantly, becausse the calculattion of contacct forces is
handleed entirely by the built-in phhysics engine solver, the
combinned effect of simultaneous
s
s
static
and kineetic friction
forces due to multipple proxy objeects is handledd correctly.
These friction forcees enable users to translate and rotate
objectss (through oppposing forces) that
t they touch directly.

Proxy objects are
P
a created and
d positioned for
fo each point of
c
contact.
Most simply, a sing
gle shape prim
mitive such as a
c
cube
or sphere may be used for
f each contaact. When a conntaact initially apppears, a ray caasting calculatiion is performeed
too determine thhe 3D position of the proxy so
s that it touches
thhe underlying object, as show
wn in Figure 3.
3 An interestinng
a
alternative
to using
u
a sphere or cube as a proxy
p
shape is to
c
create
a thin caapsule, box, or cylinder which stretches from
thhe 3D camera near plane to the surface of the touched obbject (see Figuree 4). This kind
d of proxy will collide not onnly
w objects ressting on the sam
with
me plane as thee touched objeect
(or “floor”), buut also objects that are in midd-air, or stackeed
o other objeccts. Such beh
on
havior may coorrespond more
c
closely
to user expectations.

From Points to Con
ntours: Particle
e Proxies

Thus far
f we have appproximated eacch touch point as a single
proxy object. This permits
p
a simpple, fast impleementation,
and lennds itself to seensing systemss that report onnly contact
positioon and no shappe informationn, as well as appplications
that faavor interactionn with the fingeertip or stylus.
Some interactive surrfaces provide shape informaation, such
as an oriented
o
ellipsee, bounding boox, or full polyygonal contour. The
T idea of thee particle proxy
xy is to model the
t contact
shape with a multitudde of proxy obbjects (“particlees”) placed
along the
t contour of the contact (seee Figure 4). Particles are
added and removed as contours chhange size andd shape. A
practiccal implementtation involvess creating a new
n
set of
proxy objects for thee contour at thee beginning of each simulation frame, and destroying
d
all proxy objectss after the
physiccs simulation has been upddated. Even though
t
the
proxiees will be destroyed after thhe physics uppdate, each
enacts collision and friction
f
forces during the upddate.

Figure 3. Proxy objects (rred) are placed
d in the 3D
scene, one per contact (lefft image), by ra
ay casting.

As the sensingg system provid
A
des updates too a contact possitiion, the corressponding proxy
y object is kinnematically conntrrolled to match the updated position. Thiss is done, as ded
s
scribed
earlier,, by applying the necessary forces to brinng
thhe proxy objecct (of known mass)
m
to the upddated position of
thhe contact. Thhis scheme allo
ows users to leeverage collisioon

Fig
gure 4. Particle
e proxies appro
oximate the sha
ape of
mu
ultiple contactss. Left: applyin
ng friction from
m the
top
p, and collision from the side to grip a blockk. Middle
e: Long proxy particle objeccts (red) illusttrated.
Rig
ght: Particle proxies accomm
modate non-fla
at objeccts. Here we mo
odel each proxxy as a long cap
psule.
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altogetther by placinng proxy partiicles at imagee locations
with high
h
spatial grradient (e.g., Sobel
S
filter [11]). These
pixels will lie on conntact contours. The particle proxy
p
technique is summarizedd as:

The advantage of the particlle proxy approoach is twofolld.
T
F
First,
collisions appear to be
b more correcct because theey
m
more
closely foollow the shapee of the contacct. This is partiicu
ularly
importannt when using
g the flat or siide of the hannd,
taangible objectts, or generally
y any contactss other than finng
gertips
(see Figgure 5). Similaarly, the distribbution and maggn
nitude
of frictiion forces on the
t top of an object are more
a
accurately
moddeled. For exam
mple, the flat of
o the hand maay
e
exert
more fricction than the tip
t of a finger (Figure 2, righht)
b virtue of havving more partticles assignedd to it. Likewisse,
by
a single contact turning in plaace can exert friction
f
forces to
r
rotate
an objecct. Unlike the single
s
proxy model,
m
each paartiicle is placed (ray cast) sep
parately, so thaat a contact caan
c
conform
to irreegularly-shaped
d 3D virtual obbjects (Figure 4).
4

com
mpute Sobel image from surface input
for each pixel with high
h
spatial gradiient:
ray cast into sce
ene to determine
e initial particle po
osition
add particle rigid
d body to physicss simulation
compute contacct motion at particcle (e.g., from flo
ow)
compute corresponding tangential motion in sce
ene
article to match scene
s
motion
apply force to pa
apply downward
d force (gravity) to
t particle
date physics simu
ulation
upd
desstroy all particle rigid
r
bodies

The innstantaneous, piecewise
p
natuure of the shappe and motion caalculations of the flow-based particle proxxy method
possessses important advantages. Fiirst, the friction and contact foorces lead to more
m
stable phhysics simulattion results
than if shape and motion
m
were calculated
c
from
m discrete
trackedd objects. Secoond, because the
t technique makes
m
few
assumpptions regardinng the shape or
o movement of
o contacts,
it impooses few limitss on the manippulations a useer may perform, whether
w
leadinng to collisionss, friction forcees, or combinatioon thereof.

As in the singlle proxy objectt model, each particle is kinneA
m
matically
contrrolled to match
h the movemennt of the contaact
too which it bellongs. Generallly, the velocitty of a point on
o
thhe contour cann be computed by examininng the contactt’s
c
contour
in thee previous fram
me. This calcculation may be
b
s
simple,
as withh an ellipse mo
odel, or more complex,
c
as wiith
a polygonal conntour.

Fig
gure 6. Computting flow of a particle.
p
Surfacce motion
n at a point xt is
i computed byy comparing su
uccessive
e edge imagess. Corresponding tangential motion
m
in the
t scene is co
omputed by rayy casting image
e point
xt into the 3D sce
ene, to obtain 3D
3 point pt. Point pt+1
f
by projeccting image po
oint xt+1 onto th
he tanis found
gen
nt plane formed
d by pt and object normal n.

Figure 5. To
op left: Particle
e proxies appro
oximate the
shape of multiple
m
contac
cts and physical objects
(cup, notepa
ad). Top right: Sobel image shows contact contourrs. Bottom: Parrticles (red) as they
t
project
into the 3D scene.
s

NEW PHYSICS-BAS
P
SED INTERAC
CTIONS

Our gooal in introduccing more detaailed surface input
i
types
into a physics simulaation is to enabble a wide variiety of manipulation styles draawn from real-world experiennce. While
we haave only begunn to explore some
s
of the possibilities
p
that thhese techniquess afford, here we
w consider a few which
we bellieve are notew
worthy.

F
From
Tracking
g to Flow

One difficulty in basing vellocity calculations on trackeed
O
c
contacts
is thatt tracking can fail,
f
particularlly when the usser
is using less coonstrained grasp
ping postures such
s
as the edgge
o flat of a hannd rather than the
or
t more cursoor-like index finng In these caases, componen
ger.
nts can split andd merge in wayys
thhat do not corrrespond to ho
ow we see thee physical inpuut,
leading to erronneous velocity calculations, and
a ultimately in
thhe case of our physics simulaation to unpreddictable motionn.

Manip
pulation Fidelitty

The abbility to explooit detailed shaape and motionn information haas broad conseequences whenn considering thhe manipulation of even the simplest objeccts. Free-moviing virtual
objectss can be moveed by any one of a variety off strategies
that coombine collisioons against the contours of hands and
fingerss with static and
a kinetic fricctions. Becausse all three
kinds of forces can be
b employed simultaneously
s
y, the overall imppression is onee of unusually high
h
fidelity. An
A interesting exxample is the manipulation
m
off a ball that is free to roll
on thee surface: it may
m be compellled to roll, spiin, stop, or

An alternative approach is to calculate thee motion of thhe
A
p
particle
independently of any
y tracked conttact informatioon.
F example, local
For
l
features of the image may instead be
b
trracked from thhe previous fraame to calculatte velocity. Sim
mp block matcching of the so
ple
ort used in opttical flow [2] is
o such techniique (see Figurre 6).
one
When using loccal motion estiimates, the traccking of discreete
W
c
contact
objectss and exact co
ontours may then
t
be avoideed
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bbounce in a surprisingly prrecise fashion, using a singgle
liight touch, muultiple touchess, or the flat of the hand for
f
s
stopping
poweer (Figure 1). Physical objeects can also be
b
inntegrated at noo cost, allowing a variety of interesting
i
tangibble behaviors (see
(
Figure 7 for
fo some exampples).
G
Gathering

We haave used rigidd bodies such as boxes and spheres to
explainn our interacttion techniques. However, in
i the real
world many objects are not rigid but
b are insteadd soft, malleable,, and can deforrm or dissolvee when forces are
a exerted
on them
m. Examples include rubber,, clothes, and paper.
p

The ability to sense
T
s
and proccess contours, as
a well as distrrib
bute
friction forces
f
piecewiise across thee virtual spacce,
e
enables
the maanipulation of many
m
objects at
a once, much as
o might movve a group of small objects spread across a
one
taable (see Figuure 1, top left). Users may use
u the edges of
thheir hands (orr even arms) to
o collide againnst many objeccts
a once, or use the flats of multiple
at
m
hands to
t apply frictioon
f
forces.
For inteeractive surfacces able to sennse physical obbjects, an interessting possibility
y is to use a ruuler to move annd
a
align
multiple objects.
o

In adddition to rigid body
b
dynamicss, most availabble physics
simulaations offer som
me form of suppport for soft body,
b
cloth,
and fluuid simulationn. As all interaactions in our model are
conduccted through collision
c
or frriction forces, the model
can bee applied to arbbitrary virtual objects.
o
For exaample, it is
possibble to crumple a piece of clothh with a graspiing interaction ussing all the finngers of one hand. The crum
mpled cloth
can thhen be straightened by pushhing down wiith the flat
hand. One can even tear paper-likee objects apartt by applying forrces in opposinng directions onn two corners (Figure
(
7).

M
Manipulating
O
Objects
in 3D

Another possible appplication wouuld allow soft volumetric
bodiess to be squishhed so as to fit
f into cavitiees or compressed so as to slidde underneath other
o
objects. Soft materials could also be used
u
for terrainns; deformationn could be
triggerred by users digging
d
their fingers into the
t terrain,
using their
t
whole hannds to form vaalleys, or usingg a cupping
gesturee to create ellevations. Morre open-endedd and freeform interactions
i
w
with
particle syystems (e.g., simulating
sand) and
a fluids can be imagined inn a gaming conntext.

Modeling virtuual objects and
M
d input in 3D enables
e
interesstinng yet familiarr interactions. For
F example, a flat object resstinng on a larger flat object may
y be moved byy tapping its sidde
o applying fricction. Depending on the masses and frictionns
or
innvolved, it maay be necessarry to hold the larger object in
p
place.
It is thuss important for the designer to tune massees,
f
frictions,
and apppearances to match
m
user exppectations.
If the interactioon is limited to
o collision forcces from the sidde
a friction forces from the top, howeverr, the manner in
and
w
which
a user may
m place the sm
maller object on
o top of anothher
is unclear. Ram
mps, see-sawss, and other coonstructions are
a
p
possible,
if som
mewhat contriv
ved. In certain cases it may be
b
p
possible
to flip one object ontto another throough the applicatiion of sufficiennt friction forces to one side of
o the object.

USER STUDY

To furrther understannd and evaluatte the utility of
o the techniquess described in this paper, ann exploratory experiment
e
was performed. Thee following quuestions were addressed:
Are ussers able to coomprehend andd exploit the oppenness of
interacction that the physics model affords?
a
Is the interaction
of suffficient fidelity?? Is it discoverrable and predictable? Do
users notice
n
and vallue the added fidelity, or doo they just
expectt kinematic conntrol? Ultimateely, how do useers express
their expectations
e
in the physics-ennabled manipullation?

When the objeects to be staacked are thin, such as cardds
W
r
representing
doocuments [23, 1], one approaach is to give thhe
toop and bottom
m surfaces of each
e
object a cambered shappe
thhat allows the user to raise one
o side by prressing down on
o
thhe other. The user may then
n move anotherr like-sized carrd
u
under
the tiltedd card (Figure 7,
7 top left). Thhis behavior coorr
responds
to ourr awareness thaat in the real world
w
even “flaat”
o
objects
such as cards and pap
per have some 3D shape that is
o
often
intuitivelyy exploited to manipulate
m
theem.

The study exposed 6 participantts to 3 simple physicsenableed tasks (as shoown in Figure 8), and analyzzed various
behaviioral and expeeriential aspeccts of interactiion during
task completion.
c
Thhe 3 male annd 3 female participants
p
came from
f
a range of
o backgroundss, and all had normal (or
corrected to normal)) vision and no
n mobility im
mpairments.
The exxperiment wass conducted on
o an early prrototype of
Microssoft Surface [20],
[
using thee Nvidia PhyssX gaming
physiccs engine [21].. This allowedd sensing of muultiple fingertipss as well as outtlines of hands and forearms.
The exxperiment utiliized a 3x3x2 within-subjects
w
s (repeated
measuures) design. Each
E
participaant worked thhrough the
three puzzles
p
in eachh of three interaaction techniquues: Joints,
Proxiees, and Particlees. Pilot testingg included a fouurth condition, Direct
D
Forces, but this was dropped duriing further
testingg (as explainedd below). Forr techniques thhat do not
intrinssically supportt collisions, a simple collission model
based on kinematic objects was applied,
ap
allowinng interactions from
f
the top and
a the sides of
o an object. Inn addition,
we hyppothesized thatt the presence of visual feedbback showing ussers precisely where
w
their inpput is applied might improve the discoverabbility of each technique. Viisual feed-

Figure 7. A cambered card is slid on top
p of another
by pushing one side while
e holding the bottom
b
card
in place (top
p left); tangible
e objects intera
act with the
digital: e.g.,, the side of a physical pie
ece of card
used to gath
her up objects (top middle), or
o a real cup
used to pin down a cloth (top
(
right); tearring a mesh
in two by ap
pplying opposin
ng forces (botto
om).
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back of Joints was represented as red lines drawn from the
contact point to the anchor point on the object (these disappeared if the joint was broken); Proxies as red cubes at each
center point where contact was sensed; and Particles as
smaller red cubes per pixel in the contour image. We ran
each technique with and without visual feedback as our
third independent variable.

the study. Users seemed aware of the potential of this new
type of environment and exploited the physics-based system’s facilitation of experimentation, and we observed
many new interaction strategies.
Kinematic Control and the Curse of the Single Finger

Figure 9 shows the completion times for all tasks. Joints
provide kinematic control that closely mimics drag-anddrop behavior, and thus facilitate easy positioning of objects. This is reflected in the results. After some experimentation, there was a moment when users discovered that the
object was under familiar kinematic control. Users commented that “my hands are like magnets” or “I can press
hard and stick my fingers.” Of course, pressure and magnetism were not factors at play here (in fact, post-study
interviews revealed that participants were unsure of the
general principle behind the Joints technique). Nevertheless, users performed the task rapidly after discovering the
object was somehow fixed to their fingers.

The task setup (see Figure 8) was as follows. In Task 1,
each of four spheres and rectangles were placed exactly on
matching targets; each object disappeared upon proper
placement. In Task 2, an assortment of objects of different
shapes, sizes, and masses were sorted onto the left or right
portions of the screen depending on their color. In Task 3, a
cylindrical object was steered from a set starting position
(far top right of photo) to a target (shown in red) by passing
several waypoints (shown in blue) without dropping the
object from a platform (which caused the task to restart).
The tasks were presented in the same order to each participant, whereas the order of interaction techniques was counterbalanced across participants using a Latin-square design.
Experimentation occurred in two main phases (with visual
feedback of the input and without), presentation of which
was, again, counterbalanced across participants. During the
experiment, participants were not given any direct instruction, but had several attempts to try out each new puzzle.
Participants performed each task twice (excluding any
training), under experimental conditions, to provide an average completion time for each condition. Participants were
interviewed informally after completing their session.

Task 1

Task 2

Figure 9. Task completion times. FB denotes conditions in which visual feedback of the user’s input
was provided.

However, the quantitative results tell only part of the story.
During the study we also observed many limitations with
the kinematic approach. The discovery of this type of essentially drag-and-drop behavior in the Joints condition led
users to predominately interact with a single finger and
with a single object at a time. Even rotations of an object
were predominantly undertaken using a single finger [17].

Task 3

Figure 8. Task 1: Exact positioning of boxes and
spheres. Task 2: Sorting by color. Task 3: Steering.
Early Issues with Direct Forces

Experimentation with multi-fingered or bimanual techniques was therefore rare in the Joints condition. During
informal interviews, users commented that the condition
was “limited” and “less satisfying” than the other techniques even though they performed the tasks rapidly. Although it is too preliminary to draw significant conclusions,
it does suggest the need to measure more than task completion time when evaluating such physics-based techniques.

Initially, the Direct Forces technique was implemented by
applying a smooth velocity at a given contact point on the
object, computed as a measure of the displacement between
the contact’s current and last positions (i.e., kinetic friction). This seemed a fair approximation for modeling surface input as direct forces. However, our pilots questioned
the efficacy of this technique. Specifically, users found it
difficult to complete tasks that involved accurately positioning objects; i.e., moving and then stopping an object at
the target location. Moving the object could be performed
reasonably, but to stop it the user needed to counteract the
motion in the opposite direction. This often led to excessive
velocity applied in the reverse direction, causing objects to
“overshoot” the target. Consequently, performance with
this technique was so poor that we felt it needed no further
evaluation. Based on these issues and feedback from the
pilots, we excluded this technique from analysis.

Users also had a poor understanding of how collisions were
supported in a kinematic approach such as Joints. We observed many instances where accidental collisions caused
by hit-testing on the side as opposed to the top of the object
would cause an object to move away from the user and
cause a great deal of confusion. This makes us revisit
whether a kinematic-plus-collision model makes any sense
to the user at all: Why indeed should an object only be
sticky when you touch its top as opposed to its sides? This
actually led some users to infer that objects were magnetized in a way that supported both attraction (when touching the top) and repulsion (when colliding with the sides).

Initial Results and Observations

Although this was only an initial exploration, we observed
many promising interactions and forms of gesture within
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little grip of spherical objects (or more complex 3D meshes). This was clearly evident in the final task where the
Proxy cubes struggled to keep the cylindrical object under
control, as shown in Figure 8. In this task, we found users
often reverted to point-based interaction to control the
small non-planar object; the use of contours was infrequent.
However, our initial results suggest that Particles still outperform Proxy objects for these purely point-based interactions. This suggests that for scenarios where touch-only
input is available, the Particle model subsumes the single
Proxy object model.

As shown in the results, feedback did not play a significant
role in the Joints condition, as one might expect given the
familiarity of the approach. Feedback played a more significant role for Particles in Task 1. After some training time,
users discovered they could interact with more than just
their fingertips. Bimanual “cupping” and “throwing and
catching” techniques were devised to rapidly move objects
to target positions (Figure 10). These strategies, and the
general level of fine control, enabled users in the Particle
condition to obtain completion times comparable to more
kinematic approaches. During interviews, users reflected
positively about the interactions Particles afforded.

DISCUSSION

The results of the user study and general experimentation
suggest that while the more familiar kinematic approaches
(somewhat inevitably) offer more predictable control in
some situations, the particle proxy approach can offer comparable performance while providing new modes of interaction (such as cupping the ball in Figure 10). That our
study participants were able to devise new manipulation
strategies from limited feedback and training is encouraging. With more time, we expect users to further draw on
their experience with real-world manipulations.

However, these types of contour-based bimanual interactions could not be utilized with Proxy objects—although
participants did try. In fact, in many cases, a hand gesture
on the surface would be poorly approximated as a single
proxy (the center of mass of the contact shape), causing
objects to slip through a hand or causing other peculiar hittesting behavior. Multiple fingers were used to reorient
boxes effectively, but overall, bimanual control was rare.

There are a number of ways in which our interactive surface simulation does not match the physics of the real
world. In suggesting that we abandon familiar, kinematic
point-based control in favor of strongly physics-based
techniques, an important consideration is whether users are
able to negotiate these differences.
First, while in the real world one might apply more or less
force to control friction, our system has no sense of how
hard the user is pressing. When using particle proxies, the
amount of friction applied is instead proportional to the
number of proxies applied to the object, which itself is related to the surface area of the touch. For example, a single
finger moving across an object will apply less friction than
multiple fingers. Not surprisingly, this distinction was generally lost on study participants, who often tried to press
harder to bring an object under their control. Similarly, our
users would sometimes apply multiple fingers to an object
when they wanted precise movement. Because of the inevitable imprecision of the simulation, the object would
move too unpredictably for very fine control. In many of
these cases, it would have been better to use a light (small)
touch rather than a full grip.

Figure 10. Using contours of the hand to move multiple boxes (top left); provide a barrier to change
ball motion and position smoothly over target (top
middle, right); throw and catch an object from a
greater distance (bottom).

While the “drag and drop” nature of Task 1 clearly favored
kinematic control such as that offered by the Joints approach, Task 2 offered a clear advantage to concurrent manipulation of multiple objects for rapid sorting. As might
therefore be expected, use of both Proxy and Particles techniques, which seemingly promoted multi-touch interaction,
led to faster completion times in this task (Figure 11).

Second, grasping a virtual object by placing contacts on
either side can be difficult if not impossible in many of our
techniques. Such manipulations require persistent resting
contacts to be placed on virtual objects. The particle-based
approach, in which each proxy is created every frame,
places the proxy corresponding to a grasping finger on top
of the object, thus defeating attempts to grasp it. The single
proxy object approach uses persistent proxies, and so allows grasping of an object resting on the floor. It may be
possible to extend the particle approach to allow proxies to
persist at a given depth when it seems appropriate, or to
explore a hybrid approach in which both the particle and
single proxy techniques are used simultaneously.

Figure 11. Two-handed and multi-fingered strategies adopted in the proxy and particle conditions.
Coarsely moving objects using both hands (left),
two-fingered rotation by applying torque to align a
box (middle); fine-grained movement of two objects
using a single finger of each hand (right).
Coming to Grips with Non-planar Objects

Another specific trade-off in our design was that the rigid
body cubes in the Proxy condition only provided an effective means for interacting with flat objects. They provided
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Grasping may be difficult to replicate for more fundamental
reasons. Virtual objects exert no counteracting force against
the fingers, so it is difficult to know how “hard” the fingers
are pressing on an object. Grasping an object in order to lift
it out of the plane may be challenging to depict directly on
an interactive surface with a 2D display. Similarly, the sensation of moving the hand across an interactive display
surface is the same regardless of the simulated material,
and whether the contact exerts static or kinetic friction.
Some of these problems may be addressed by improving
the basic sensing techniques. For example, our system may
be able to sense pressure by interpreting the gray levels of
the input image as light touches or heavy touches. For
proxy-based techniques, this could be implemented by
changing the mass of the proxy. New range-sensing cameras [26] providing per-pixel depth information may also be
appropriate. Per-pixel depth might be used to construct a
rich 3D model of the hand, opening new opportunities in
modeling grasping behavior. It might also assist in grasping
an object in order to lift it up and place it on another object.
Clearly one need not completely replicate the physics of
object manipulation in order to construct useful applications exhibiting physics-inspired behavior. The appropriate
degree to which the techniques in this paper are applied
depends on the application. A game might naturally exploit
detailed physics throughout, while a graphical layout application might be very selective. Joint constraints provided
by physics engines may be used to constrain motion, for
example, to ease alignment tasks. While joints can be used
to simulate the real-world counterparts of traditional GUI
sliders, dials, buttons, and the like (as suggested by [10]),
some aspects of traditional interactions do not naturally
lend themselves to a physics implementation. Changing the
size of an object dynamically, for example, does not lend
itself to rigid-body simulation.
CONCLUSION

We have introduced a number of techniques to incorporate
interactive surface input primitives into a real-time physics
simulation. Our techniques take advantage of the fidelity of
sensing provided by vision-based interactive surfaces, with
the goal of enabling in a virtual domain the range of object
manipulation strategies available to us in the real world.
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